Extending classical theorems, we obtain representations for bounded linear transformations from L-spaces to Banach spaces with a separable predual. In the case of homomorphisms from a convolution measure algebra to a Banach algebra, we obtain a generalization of Sreίder's representation of the Gelfand spectrum via generalized characters. The homomorphisms from the measure algebra on a LCA group, G, to that on the circle are analyzed in detail. If the torsion subgroup of G is denumerable, one consequence is the following necessary and sufficient condition that a positive finite Borel measure on G be continuous: 3γ a -• oo in G such that V« φ 0 μ(y") -• 0.
5-valued functions. Our treatment will be entirely self contained, thus giving an apparently new proof of [DS, Theorem VI.8.6 ]. However, another point of view could be adopted. Namely, if we use the Radon-Nikodym theorem to identify L(μ) = {v < μ : abounded} with L ι (μ), then we may regard an L-space M as the direct limit lim μe 
where M is directed by <C and for v < μ, L x {y) is included in L ι (μ) . Now L( , B) is a functor from the category of Banach spaces to its opposite category and, furthermore, is easily checked to be a left adjoint. Since left adjoints preserve direct limits and inverse limits are dual to direct limits, it follows that L(M, B) is the inverse limit \im μe M L (L ι (μ), B) , where, for v < μ, L(L ι (μ), B) is mapped by restriction to L (L ι (v), B) . Hence, given a representation of L(L ι (μ), B) (as in [DS] ) and a construction of inverse limits, we may obtain a representation of L (M, B) . This amounts to the same as our Theorem 2.1. Now Sreϊder was actually interested in representing AM, the multiplicative linear functionals on M, when M was a convolution measure algebra on a locally compact abelian group. He showed that in addition to (1.1) and (1.2), the following property was necessary and sufficient for f μ to define an element of AM: [ (x,y) ]. We, too, are mainly interested in the subset of homomorphisms Hom(Λf,i?) c L (M,B) when B is a Banach algebra. A similar condition to (1.3) is found in Theorem 3.2. In particular, when M = M{G), the complex Borel measures on a locally compact abelian group, G, and B = Λf(T), T the circle, Hom(M(G), M(Ί)) contains in a natural way Hom(G, T) = G. The closure of G in a certain weak topology is related to the behavior of Fourier transforms at infinity and contains much information about a measure μ when regarded locally, i.e., when restricted to L(μ), or, what is the same, when viewed via the Sreϊder representation. For example, this analysis will lead to the following surprising result: if the torsion subgroup of G is denumerable, then a positive measure μ e M(G) is continuous iff there is a net {γ a } c G tending to infinity such that for all n Φ 0, \im a μ{γ%) = 0. Characterizations of certain other classes of measures are found in §4; these have proved useful in [KL] and [L4] Other analyses of the local structure of the closure of G for certain μ can be found in [L3] , [L4] , and [L5] . The local structure of G is also related to asymptotic distribution; this relationship, described here, has been used in [KL] and [L4] .
The Sreϊder representation of linear transformations.
Suppose that M is an L-space on a measurable space X and that B is a Banach space with a separable predual, B*. Let 3B{X > B) denote the set of maps /: X -> B which are bounded in 2?-norm and measurable when B is given the weak* topology from 2?*. If / €&(X, B) and μ G M, there is a unique element / fdμeB defined by the relation
If D is a countable dense set in the unit ball of B*, then the equation
shows that ||/( )||# is measurable. It is clear that
The set of equivalence classes of 3S{X 9 B) under equality μ-a.e. will be denoted 3S{X, B) μ , although this distinction will often be ignored.
The following theorem, which we shall term the Sreϊder representation, associates to each element of L(M, B) a certain family of maps in 3B{X> B). We denote the image of μ e M under Σ e L(M 9 B) by Σ μ . To show that ||Σ|| = K, choose any nonzero μ e M and ε > 0. Let OφveL(μ) be such that || ||έ.^|| 5 -|| H^ ./έlUIL^^I^oe.x < e. Let S be the unit sphere of B . Since the unit ball of B is weak* compact, there exists a finite number of elements, b\, ... , b" , of the unit ball of B* such that S={J{beS:\(bi,b)-l\<ε}.
Conversely, let Σ e L(M, B). Fix μ € M. For 6* € 5*, we denote by έ* oΣ the map v ι-+ φ*,Σ v ).
Restricted to L(μ), this map is a bounded linear functional and hence can be represented by a function gb € L°°(μ). Choose a countable linearly independent set D whose linear span over Q, D f , is dense in 5*. If b* = £? =1 α; d?i, d[ e D, α/EQ, define ί=l Then £* h-> A# (x) is rational-linear on D f for every x e X. Furthermore, A^ = g b^ μ-a.e., whence by countability of D 1 , Since D f is dense, (iii) follows. We claim that b. ijU is uniquely determined by the property just established:
Indeed, if we also have that Mv e L(μ)
whence for //-a.e. x VZ>* e 2)' (fe*, b Xtμ ) = (b*, b r xμ ), i.e., b x , μ = jc,// /^" a e Thus (ii) follows. The same argument shows that if Σ b .\ and Σ ~ έί., then b. 9 . = *; >β . D
We define the weak* operator topology (W*OT) on L(M, B) as the weakest topology such that Vμ e M V6* E5* Σ I-> (έ*, Σ μ ) is continuous. It is an elementary exercise to show that the unit ball of L{M,B) is W*OT compact.
RUSSELL LYONS
For μ e M, let L(M, 1?)^ denote the set of Sreϊder representations b., μ of elements of L(M, B). We give L(Af, 2?)μ the weak topology generated by the maps b. 9 μ ι-> f(b*, fc*,!/) rfi/(.x) (£* e 5*, z/ G L(μ)). Thus, the W* OT is the inverse limit of these topologies, i.e., it is the weak topology generated by the maps Σ*-+ b., μ (If Y is separable and a countable union of complete subspaces, then (2.4) holds for / e 3&{Y, C) since it is preserved under bounded pointwise limits. In particular, for Borel sets £CΓ,
Σ μ (E) = / σ x , μ (E)dμ(x).) Jx
Let M + denote the nonnegative elements of M and likewise for
It is also easy to show that if Σ > 0, then v < μ =» Σ v < Σ| μ | and 3. The Sreϊder representation of homomorphisms. Let G be a locally compact semigroup with separately continuous multiplication. Then M(G) is a Banach algebra under convolution [W] . Let M be an Lsubalgebra of M{G), i.e., a subalgebra which is also an L-subspace, and let B be a Banach algebra with a separable predual such that multiplication is separately weak* measurable and
In order to state some sufficient conditions that (3.1) be true, we define the following multiplication on B* x B. If b e B and b* eB*, We define the following multiplication on L (M, B) : if Σ -6.,. and Π ~ b. f ., then Σ Π is defined by its Sreϊder representation bχ,μ'b xμ .
When B is commutative, Hom (Λf, B) is closed under multiplication. It is easily verified that if multiplication in B is separately weak* continuous, then multiplication in L (M, B) is separately W*OT continuous. We are particularly interested in the case where G is a locally compact abelian group and H is a circle group, T. In this case, Hom((r, T) = (J, the dual of G, and the identification of G as a subset of Hom(Af ((?), Af (T)) preserves the usual topology of G (of uniform convergence on compact subsets). Furthermo£e, as G lies in the unit ball of Hom(Af(G), Af(T)), it follows that G = GuA is a compactification of G.
Recall that a sequence {XkJ^Li Q G is said to have an asymptotic distribution σ, written {x^} ~ σ, if ir) -^-^ <τ as AT -• ex).
For n e Z and^ Σ G Hom(M(G), M(T)), define Σ(Λ) € by (μ, Σ(n)) = Σ^(«). We write the Sreϊder representation of χ e AM(G) as χ μ (x). Thus, if Σ ~ σ. r and χ = Σ(n), then Note that for all n, the map Σ *-+ Σ{n) from (Hom(M(G), Af (T)), W* OT) to AM(G) (with its usual Gelfand topology) is continuous. We regard the Fourier transform as a restriction of the Gelfand transform; thus, in accordance with the Sreϊder representation, we have μ(γ) = Jγdμ for γeG. . Suppose that Σ G Λ is the limit of a net {γ a } c G. Then Σ(Λ) = limy£ in ΔΛ/(G) for all n e Z. Now if y α -> y G G, then 7α -• 7 n > whence Σ = y. But since ΛnG = 0, this is impossible, and so γ a -• oc in (?. In particular, Σ(l) is 0 on L ι (G) [HMP, p. 136, Proposition 4] and consequently Λ is closed. It is clear that Λ GCΛ, from which (i) now follows. Statement (ii) ensues as well. Now if v G Λ(μ), then let G 3 γ a -• Σ e Λ be such that v = Σ μ .
Then 7Q ~> oc and (γ a )μ -^-• Σ μ = v, which gives the inclusion C of (iii). On the other hand, if γ a -• oc and VΛ £(?") -> v( n ) > ^en by compactness of G, we can choose a subnet {y«} of {y α } converging to some Σ. Since γ'o -> oo, it follows that ΣGΛ and u = Σ μ e Λ(μ). This completes the proof of (iii). The proof of (iv) is analogous. Conversely, if {γj} is a sequence, every subsequence of which satisfies (4.1), then we claim y n -• σ.(«) weak* for every n . If not, then for some n there would be a subsequence {γf} converging to a different limit χ . Then also When G is regarded as a subset of AM(G), we shall use the notation Γ rather than G to avoid confusion. Let T n e Hom(G ! , G) denote the map x »-> x n (n e Z), as well as the corresponding map induced in Hom(M(G), M(G)). Thus, for Σ e Hom(M(G), M(T)), we obtain Σ o T n e Hom (M(G), M{Ί) ) note that if Σ = γ e G, then Then Σ e 6 iff Σ(l) e T and Vnj Z Σ(n) = Σ(l) o T n . The map Σκ->Σ(1) is an isomorphism from G onto Γ sending G to Γ.
. If Σ G G, let G 3 y α W^OT ) Σ. Since γ a (n) = 72, we have > Σ(n) for all n. In particular, Σ(l) € Γ. Also, Σ(n) = lim^ = ' β o Γ rt = (limy α ) oΓ Λ = Σ(l) o Γ* . Conversely, if Σ(l) € Γ and Vn Σ(n) = Σ(l)o Γ Λ , then let y α -+ Σ(l). Choose a convergent subnet y' β -> Π in Hom(Af(G), Af (T)). Then from the above, Π(π) = Π(l)o Γ Λ = Σ(l) oΓ n = Σ(/i) for all n, whence Σ = ΠeG.
It follows from this that the map Σ H+ Σ(l) is injective. Surjectivity onto Γ is proved by a compactness argument similar to the above. D
We write M(G) = M c (G)®M d {G) for the decomposition of a measure into its continuous and discrete parts. Then h d : μ »-> J G dμ d = μ d (0) is in Γ\Γ [HMP, (4.1.4) ]. We denote the element of Λ corresponding to h d by Π d . If G has at most countably many torsion elements, then we claim that * w -' °h d whence where λ is Lebesgue measure on T. To see this, note first that Second, if «^0, then for all g € G, there are, by the supposition, denumerably many x eG such that x n = g. Therefore > μ(0)λ, then Σ IT* is the sum of Π and Σ  defined by (2.3) and (3.3) from the decomposition M = M c ®M d . An  interesting example is G = T and Σ: μ t-+ μ in this case, (Σ Π d ) 
Provided still that G has a denumerable torsion subgroup, the Sreϊder representation π? 9 . of Π^ is given by (4 2) π"
Let λ e &{β t M{Ί)) μ be defined by λ(x) = λ. Then from [HMP, p. 70, Corollaire 2] and Proposition 4.2 (or from (4.2) and the following proposition), (φ(x) ). The assertions now follow from linearity and properties of the Sreϊder representation.
This yields other characterizations of M C (G) when combined with
(ii) The fact that G(μ) can be identified as a compact subgroup of G μ d follows from (i). If it were not the whole group, then there would be a nonzero XGGJ such that φ[x) = 1 for all φ e G(μ). In particular, γ(x) = 1 for all γ eG, whence x = 0, a contradiction.
(iii) This follows from [HMP, p. 68, Proposition 10] and (ii).D
We now arrive at the characterization of positive continuous measures mentioned in the introduction. For background on /ί-sets, see [Z, Chapters IX, XII] ; on Dirichlet sets and measures, see [HMP, [240] [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] [246] [247] . The following proposition is used in [KL] . Our final remarks concern the circle group. Choose μ e QS(C). Then y^ e QS(C) for any y G f. Since A(μ) is contained in the weak* closure of {γ μ } € -, it follows that A(μ) c j2*S(C). Suppose that £ c T and μE > 0. If / and / are adjacent arcs of equal length and ε > 0, then choose U, a finite union of arcs, such that μ(UAE) < ε. By continuity of μ, we have for all large γ, <C-μ(Enγ-ι [J] ) + (C + 2)ε.
Since ε was arbitrary, it follows that A(μ\ E ) C β5(C). As is a positive cone, we deduce that A(v) c QS(C) for 0 < ι/ G L(μ).
Finally, let σ. G Λ(μ). Let P be the essential range of σ., i.e, the smallest weak* closed set P such that σ x e Pμ-a.e. Then P is contained in the weak* closure of {/ σ x dv{x): 0 < v G L(/ι), ||i/|| = 1} = U(Λ(ι/): 0 < z/ G L(μ), ||i/|| = 1}, which, by the above, is contained in QS(C). O
As an example of the pathology possible for A(μ), we present the following observation. 
